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Abstract It is expected that air traffic increases considerably in the next years whereas the possibility to extend the
available infrastructure is limited. Therefore, the infrastructure will have to be used more efficient than today. The
airspace surrounding an airport is one of the resources that can not be extended like the number of runways (which is
hard enough). On the contrary, in highly populated areas like London, airspace is a valuable resource that is needed
to separate approaching aircraft. In this paper, we analyse approaching aircraft within the last 100NM of an airport to
compare different approach strategies.
The efficiency of separation strategies for approaching aircraft is measured by calculating performance indicators which
consist basically of three values for the last 100NM: the flight time median, flight time variance, and an idealized flight
time. The last indicator takes the complexity of the airspace into account, like Mountains, populated areas, or flight
restricted areas (i.e. military bases). The ideal flight time represents the time an aircraft typically needs to cross the last
100NM if it is not disturbed by other aircraft.
To obtain useful values of the three presented indicators, approaching aircraft are clustered into groups. In other words,
the (unsorted and unstructured) radar tracks must be sorted into groups in which they are comparable: it makes no
sense to analyse the flight time for aircraft that approach the airport from different directions. The clustering can be
done by two general algorithms which are the main focus of this paper: clustering by origin and runway configuration
respectively and clustering by radar track similarity. Both clustering approaches can be further subdivided by using
different clustering methods. In this paper, we present the clustering methods as well as compare their results. The
analysis is done solely on radar tracks, no information on airport structure, airspace structure, or runway configuration
is used. Also the clustering technique is designed to hold minimal human interaction which allows automated analysis
of many airports.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Measuring the performance of airports is the basis

to increase its efficiency. By observing the efficiency,
it is possible to evaluate strategy changes and to de-
cide if they have positive or negative influence on the
air-traffic system. This study does not try to improve
the efficiency of an airport, nor does it make sugges-
tions how that can be done. While there are many as-
pects of air traffic efficiency, this paper deals with the
efficiency of the air traffic management near an airport
for approaching aircraft. The ATM Airport Perfor-
mance (ATMAP) framework [8] defined a number of
key performance indicators (KPI) like the flight time

median, flight time variance, and idealized flight time.
The median and the variance can be computed quite
easily. The idealized flight time however requires a
model of the airspace because it represents the time
an aircraft would typically require to reach the airport
given the airspace structure of the airport. One ma-
jor influence in the flight time of approaching aircraft
is the separation strategy. The efficiency of different
separation strategies might be measurable using the
above mentioned KPIs.

This study is done with several constraints. The
analysis should be designed in such a way, that hu-
man interaction is limited, i.e. the evaluation does
not need hand picked parameters. New airports might
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Figure 1 A collection of typical flight tracks.

Figure 2 Some flight tracks containing errors.

be added without major work on the models or algo-
rithms. These constraints are important because there
are over 100 airports considered with each between
200 and 8000 approaching flight tracks. Therefore,
the KPI calculation should work on all of these air-
ports without human interaction due to the enormous
workload hand picked parameter would require.

1.1 Near airport airspace: TMA and ASMA
The airspace around an airport, terminal maneu-

vering area (TMA), is usually organized in a com-
plex, 3-dimensional structure. The structure of the
TMA defines the influence area and influence pos-
sibilities of the airport. For this analysis, the exact

structure of the TMA is not important. Therefore, the
airport sequencing and metering area (ASMA) is de-
fined as the cylindrical airspace, surrounding the air-
port. The cylindrical airspace has the airport reference
point (ARP) as centre and an undefined height. Fol-
lowing the suggestion of the PRU [8], the radius of
this cylinder is defined to 100 NM because it is esti-
mated that all flight operations related to landing op-
erations such as descending and sequencing are per-
formed in this area. Also it is estimated that the TMA
of an airport is included in the ASMA. The analysis
in this paper is performed solely on flight track data
inside the ASMA and a list of airport locations. To
ensure that all flights are comparable, flights starting
inside the ASMA are excluded from the analysis.

1.2 Available Information
The data that is available for this analysis con-

sists of radar tracks and the coordinates of airports.
The radar data consists of a collection of civil aircraft
movements within one week, collected from ground
radar and transponder information. Each data entry
consists of a collection of elements such as flight track
id, time stamp and position. The flight track id is
unique for each flight and can be used to identify tran-
sits. Therefore, a sequence of radar trajectories with
an identical flight track id defines one flight track.
In Figure 1 some typical examples for flight tracks
are presented. The green outer circle represents the
ASMA, the green, filled circle the ILS area and the
yellow inner circle represents the approximate area of
the airport.

However, there are several errors that can occur.
For example if two radar stations have overlapping
areas and not perfectly calibrated positioning or not
perfectly synchronised time measurements, the flight
tracks appear to ’jump’ as shown in figure 2. Some-
times, two aircraft fly exactly behind one another from
the viewpoint of a radar station with the result that the
radar signals can not be identified by the radar station
and the recorded route jumps back and forth from one
aircraft position to the other. These corrupted flight
tracks have to be dealt with in some way during the
data analysis phase.

For the analysis, only the flight track parts inside
the ASMA are of interest. For this reason, they are
cut of by extrapolating the exact space/time location
at which the aircraft entered the ASMA. As there are
radar records outside the ASMA, there are also radar
recordings after the aircraft already has landed. To
ensure that the flight track analysis is done solely in
the air, the flight tracks are cut of at 6 NM distance to
the ARP because it is safe to assume that the aircraft
is about to land any moment. Again, this final inner
point is extrapolated using the radar recording before
and after the 6 NM border. An alternative to this sim-
ple model would be to include the Airport layout for
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Figure 3 A data set of entrance points of one airport

every analysed airport but this would require an enor-
mous workload with almost no benefit.

1.3 Reasons for clustering
Calculating the flight time median or flight time

variance for all approaching flights of one airport at
once does not make any sense. The airport layout and
weather conditions define the landing direction of ap-
proaching aircraft. For example, let the landing di-
rection be exactly west at one period of time. Than
aircraft approaching from east might be able to fly
a straight line while aircraft approaching from west
(and though having an initial approach direction east)
would have to surround the airport before being able
to land. Therefore, these aircraft have very different
distances to cover inside the ASMA and calculating
the flight time median and variance for these flights
would be biased. For this reason, flights have to be
grouped in such a way, that similar flights are in one
group. The groups should be large enough so that a
statistical value such as the median still contains some
meaning, but at the same time, flights of one group
should be somehow similar.

For example it makes sense to put flights in dif-
ferent groups that enter the ASMA from very differ-
ent directions. For the same reason, flights that land
on different runways or runway configurations should
be put in different groups. The process putting pre-
viously unorganised data in groups is called ’cluster-
ing’. To cluster the flight tracks, several different ap-
proaches are possible which are presented in Section
2.

1.4 Cluster dependent KPI
After the flight tracks are clustered, cluster de-

pending KPIs (C-KPI) can be calculated. The calcu-

lation of the flight time median as well as the flight
time variance are pretty much straight forward. How-
ever, the idealized flight time is more complex. In the
ATMAP project [8], the idealized flight time is de-
fined as the time an aircraft requires for passing the
ASMA if no other flight interferes, but this approach
might not be suited fr all cases. For example, there
might not be such a flight track for each cluster that is
not interfering with other flight tracks. Furthermore,
such a flight can not be regarded to be typical for an
airport because a situation of no interference is not
typical for major airports. Therefore, a more sophis-
ticated method is presented in Section 3.

Once all C-KPIs are calculated, the final KPIs can
be defined. Several ways are possible, using the mean
or median of C-KPIs is possible as well as for exam-
ple always using the worst C-KPI value for the final
KPI.

2 CLUSTERING FLIGHT TRACKS
There are many different clustering approaches which

all have different qualities. A clustering algorithm is
a software tool that uses unorganised data to produce
grouped data and the process itself is called cluster-
ing. One group of data objects is called cluster. In
this paper, we consider several different kinds of clus-
tering algorithms.

Independent of the algorithm, there is a general
problem that is called noise. The term noise refers
to data objects that seem to not belong to any cluster
because they are just too far away from all clusters.
Noise is a serious problem in clustering because with
noise, it is not clear if a data object actually belongs to
a group or if it is noise. For example the odd shaped
flight tracks in Figure 2 can be considered noise. Or
an aircraft entering the ASMA from a quite unusual
direction can also be considered noise as for some en-
trance locations in Figure 3.

2.1 Clustering ASMA entrance location and land-
ing points

As stated in the last section, flight tracks have to
be clustered according to their ASMA entrance and
landing point. Since both processes are quite simi-
lar, we present only the clustering of the ASMA en-
trance points. The ASMA entrance point of a flight is
defined as the first recorded radar observation of that
flight inside the ASMA. In Figure 3, such a data set of
ASMA entrance points is presented. In the middle of
the picture, the airport is located. The points near the
middle are the first, observed locations of an aircraft.
Since it is desired to analyse the way the aircraft took
from outside the ASMA to the airport in the middle,
these flight tracks are considered to be noise and have
to be removed from further calculations. Also some
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Figure 4 NFCM performed on a data set of ASMA
entrance locations of an airport.

spots are very far away from more populated areas in
the data set which are also regarded as noise because
they do not hold statistically relevant value.

Several different clustering algorithms can be used
to cluster such data sets. Here, we present a proto-
type based clustering algorithm called noise cluster-
ing (NFCM) [2, 7, 9] which is a version of the Fuzzy
c-Means [4, 1, 6] clustering algorithm that is able to
detect noise. However, NFCM needs several input pa-
rameter to work properly. NFCM needs the number of

clusters in advance, a roughly expected cluster size to
identify noise data objects and some other minor pa-
rameters. Since this are a lot of parameters that would
have to be hand picked (which is not desired), a differ-
ent clustering algorithm is used to calculate the nec-
essary preconditions for NFCM. We used a density
based clustering algorithm called DBScan [5] to iden-
tify the necessary parameters. The result of the clus-
tering algorithm is presented in Figure 4. Note that
the color of the data objects define their cluster asso-
ciation. Black is considered to be the noise cluster.
However, NFCM is a fuzzy clustering algorithm that
means, each data object is not assigned solely to one
cluster, but gets a grade of membership. This is much
more stable than a unique assignment and it provides
insight into data objects that can not be uniquely as-
signed because they are in between two clusters. This
also holds for noise data objects and so, the darker a
data object is presented, the more it can considered to
be noise.

The same process as for ASMA entrance positions
is done for landing positions. With this, each flight
track is assigned to two cluster identifications that in
combination define the approach cluster. In Figure
5, a sample of flight tracks of 6 approach clusters is
presented which are formed by 2 landing clusters and
3 entrance clusters.

2.2 Clustering flight tracks by flight track simi-
larity

An alternative to clustering flight tracks using the
ASMA entrance point and landing point is cluster-
ing flight tracks by flight track similarity. For this,
task NFCM can not be used because flight tracks are
(mathematically) more complex objects than just points.
However, DBScan can be used if there is an appropri-
ate distance or dissimilarity measure for flight tracks.
Several distance measures can be used for this task,
like measuring the difference of flight tracks by the
area in between them or by the supremum of the point-
wise minimal distance. In our tests, the first mea-
sure is too complex and therefore needs too much
time to calculate. The second one yields reasonable
results but it is hard to find the correct DBScan pa-
rameters that fit a data set. However, if taken the av-
erage of point wise minimal distances, the algorithm
works quite well. All similarity calculations have the
problem that they can not differentiate well between
flight tracks that are different at the entrance of the
ASMA and those that differ near the airport. Because
flight track difference near the airport is more impor-
tant than at the border of the ASMA, the point wise
distances is weighted according to their distance to
the airport. With this approach, similar flight tracks
are put into the same cluster quite effectively. In Fig-
ure 6, some results are presented.
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Figure 5 A sample of 6 flight track clusters defined by
3 entrance clusters an 2 landing clusters.
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Figure 7 The noise cluster, generated with clustering
by entrance location

Figure 8 The noise cluster, generated with clustering
flight track similarity

2.3 Comparing clustering methods
Both clustering approaches find clusters in the data

that are to some extend similar. However, the second
approach is capable of detecting unusual flight pat-
terns which is not possible with the first method. Ob-
serve Figure 7 and 8 which shows the flights detected
to be untypical by the two discussed methods. In the
first approach, that are all flights that do not belong to
an approach cluster. In the second example that are
all flights that are too different from the others to be
part of a cluster. These two noise definitions are quite
different. For example, clustering by flight track sim-
ilarity provides the possibility to find flights that used
holdings which is uncommon in the presented exam-
ple. On the other hand, at the day of operation, it is
possible to determine the approach cluster in advance.
Therefore, it is possible to use the statistical informa-
tion provided by this study to determine the time the
aircraft might need inside the ASMA. This could in-
crease the effectiveness of flight time prediction.

3 CALCULATING IDEALIZED
FLIGHT TIME

An idealized flight time is calculated for each ap-
proach cluster separately. The calculation is done by
calculating an idealized approach route for each ap-
proach cluster and using the average flight time inside
the ASMA to calculate the time to cover this approach
route. The idealized approach route should be typi-
cal for an approach cluster, it should be as short as
possible and a civil aircraft should be able to fly this
route. This is not a trivial problem, which is why we
use an indirect approach. We calculated an overflight
frequency map (OFM) of the ASMA for each cluster.
An example of an OFM is presented in Figure 9. The
darker the colour at one point, the more aircraft flew
over that point.

From this OFM, the idealized approach route is
generated. This task might be easy for humans, but
it is not trivial for a computer. To solve this prob-
lem, we used so called ant systems [3]. Ant systems
are designed after their biological archetype, who use
swarm intelligence to find an optimal route from their
layer (the ARP) to some food resource (the ASMA
border). The digital version is quite similar. The ant
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Figure 6 The result of clustering by flight track simi-
larity of one airport
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Figure 9 The OFM of one approach cluster with its
idealized approach route.

system finds an optimal route under the above men-
tioned optimization goals (short, typical, and flyable)
from the ARP to the ASMA border.

The algorithm generates randomly a set of exam-
ple routes that are evaluated. The best generated ex-
ample routes are than used to construct a new gen-
eration of example routes. This is iterated until no
further optimization occurs. The final best example
route is taken as idealized approach route. Observe
Figure 9, the idealized approach route is presented as
red line inside the approach cluster. Using the OFM
for calculating the idealized flight time is very robust
for corrupted flight tracks i.e. those presented in Fig-
ure 2. Small errors are almost not noticeable and even
large errors occur very rarely and do not influence the
approach route calculation.

The idealized approach route can be used in simu-
lation studies if an exact airport and airspace model is
not required. Here, it is used to calculate the idealized
flight time. The idealized flight time was calculated
by using the average flight time of the approach clus-
ter. It is also possible to map a distance to airport de-
pendent flight speed profile on the idealized approach
route if that is available for the specific situation. It
might be possible to construct one from the given data
and is topic for future development.

4 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented in this paper two very different

possibilities of clustering radar tracks of aircraft ap-
proaching an airport using radar tracks. The clusters
were used to evaluate KPIs for performance measures
of air traffic management inside the ASMA. For the

KPI idealized flight time, an idealized approach route
was generated that can be used in other studies than
performance evaluations. For our study, no complex
airport or airspace models are needed, furthermore,
only very limited human interaction is needed for the
calculation process.
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